EDGE-BANDING

Fully STOCKED, EXACT MATCH

A wide selection of wood grains, solids, and abstracts allow you creative freedom with added peace of mind. Our offering includes X-treme matte, gloss, suede and structured finishes. In combination with Greenlam laminates, our edge bands are hard wearing, eco-conscious, and economical.

Pentco’s edge-banding, has been carefully designed and matched with the exact structure, grain and finish as their chosen laminate counterpart. The fully stocked range of edge bands are all available to you, through our Lamineer Division, offered in 0.5mm, with selected colours available in 1mm and 2mm.

PUR-fectly SEAMLESS

What is PUR-fection to Pentco? PUR = PolyUrethane Reactive Hot Melt Adhesive. Pentco’s latest installation of new edge banding technology utilizes PUR adhesive, and provides the strongest water resistant glue line possible. Ultra thin glue lines are achieved with the PUR glues, allowing a virtually seamless transition between the edge and the panel.

The new edge banding process when combined with substrates processed through our PUR laminating machinery, utilizing Acrylic and Hi Gloss HPL sheet stock as large as 5’ x 12’, provides mirror like results and the strongest water resistant adhesion possible.

PUR ADVANTAGES

- Permanent water resistant bond
- Virtually seamless transition
- Can be applied to PVC, ABS, Laminate & Veneer
- Adds strength and durability
- Has Anti bacterial properties
- Great for residential, commercial & institutional use